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2030 - Near future, wide swaths of the population are out of work due to the
rise of Artificial Intelligence and Robotics , that removes millions of jobs
nationwide. The crisis has deepened the gulf between the socio-economic
stratas, Brooklyn now has a central core downtown of shiny super
skyscrapers where the rich are entrenched while the rest of Brooklyn has
become a wasteland of disaffected youth living parasitically off each other
in an underground economy.
3 Young Hackers lead by Dale infiltrate a wealthy man's home with help
from their pet drone and put a helmet on his head with a homemade fMRI
that literally steals the memories of whoever it is put on. They rob him of
his memories and take to the bowels of Brooklyn in their spray paint
covered van and sell his memories to the depressed and poor. The
memories are so vivid it gives the wearer the feeling of really tasting and
feeling everything as though they are there. Food, Sex, the Bathroom, The
Success. All incredibly intensely real for the viewer.
The line of customers for the experience in the van goes around the corner
- all eager to pay to escape their reality for even a minute. Dale and her
crew make ofshitload of cash and toss it around in the van at each other.

They ride off to get fucked up and eat a good meal they haven’t been able
to afford in a long time. They take a minute to sit down to enjoy the
memories themselves.
When Dale goes into the memories ,she attempts to get the rich guys bank
account information but she winds up seeing and experiences feelings in
the man's life. The man is beating his girlfriend - violently and he has
potentially committed indirectly murder to keep his business alive - the dark
acts feel super real to her and freak her out as she gets deep into the
psyche and unhappiness of another human being who appears to have it
all.
The van is parked - stealing electricity from a city lamp post to charge up
their electric van and to power the VR memory headset. A routine patrol of
cops spots their illegal pilfering of electricity. Her partners in crime Felipe
and Marcus drive off , ripping the power cord from the lamp post and
causing the helmet to malfunction. The helmet starts smoking and Dale
convulses from a mental embolism. The memory has been corrupted! Her
friends try to pull the helmet off but in her mind she finds herself in black
limbo , weird geometric shapes and a giant head of the guy whose memory
they stole haunts her frightening her and she falls into the darkest recesses
of his Id.
After a few swift turns using short cuts in Brooklyn, they are able to shake
the police and hide the van. Her friends pull the smoldering helmet off her
and She manages to crack a melancholy smile , lucky to be alive - but
profoundly changed.
She fixes the helmet with her trusty soldering iron, as the van pulls up to
another wealthy high rise. Looks like Dale and Crew will be at it again.
The characters:

Dale - Dale is a 22 year old African American woman from the projects of
Brooklyn. She’s a self-taught computer hacker, who is great with a
soldering iron. She developed her skills alone since her parents were out
scavenging and never at home. She dreams of having a job - the idea of
just sitting at a cubicle comfortably eating a bagel and coffee in front of
monitor is the best fantasy ever - but nobody she knows has a job and
they seem to be offered to everyone who already has one. While she waits
for that dream to come true , she makes cash on the streets with her best
friends from childhood using her hacker skills.

Felipe - 22 year Puerto-Rican man, He’s a bit hulking in size and rough
around the edges. He rocks his hair with crazy geometric shapes that are
outlined with reflective tape. He also sports graffiti tag tattoos on each of
his eachs. He and Dale are super close. They lives in same building and
used to pass notes between their windows with a string when their internet
was out. He knows quite a bit about cars and electrical systems , although
in their current era, stealing them is almost impossible with all computers
installed in them, but Felipe drives a pre-self-driving Van that has no
computers or GPS in it that he converted to electric power. He keeps it
powered up by stealing electricity from the cities lamp posts. He knows
Marcus has crush on Dale, but he and Dale are so close he hasn’t figured
out yet how he feels about it.
Marcus - Is 23 year old Korean kid who met Dale and Felipe in grade
school. Marcus grew up in a group home nearby after losing his parents in
the work riots for 2020. Marcus plays around with chemistry and CRISPR

gene editing tools, he loves getting creative with science. He cooks up
everything from nootropics to knock out drugs for their crew to sell. He stole
the fMRI from high school that Dale coded into the Helmet for their current
caper. He has a crush on Dale , but is still trying to find iit in himself to show
her he likes her more than a friend.

